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015 is shaping up to be one of the most exciting and significant years
in Gulf ’s recent history.
We are in the midst of a period of expansion for Gulf on many
different levels. In this issue of Orange Disc we highlight Gulf ’s retail
growth and the ever-increasing appeal of the Gulf service station offer.
Historically, for decades, Gulf at retail was the central pillar of the
brand’s expansion and the importance of the global retail network’s
development in Gulf ’s future cannot be overstated. Today, Gulf is set to
again conquer many markets where it once had a significant presence,
while also constantly finding new retail partners in countries where the
brand has never before been present.
Also in this edition we feature our new blending company, GOSCO, a
key step in Gulf being able to secure its long term blending supply needs
in Europe and a vital strategic move in our longer term global plans.
Critical to our brand offer, moving forward, is the implementation of
the new Gulf small packaging and this too is a vitally important part of
the move to GOSCO. The task of producing the new packs has been a
vast and complex one – especially so with regards to pack labels - but the
team involved has gone about its work in an enthusiastic and committed
fashion. Rolling out the new packs on a global basis, over the remainder
of the year, is something I am truly excited about.
This year also marks a significant anniversary in Gulf ’s long and
successful motorsport history. In this edition we detail the car and driver
combination that won the 1975 Le Mans 24 Hours race for Gulf: the
Gulf “Mirage” GR8 and Derek Bell.
Forty years ago, when Gulf was winning at Le Mans in cars bearing
the brand’s name, it was a similar story. Legend has it that, the year
before the Le Mans win in question, Gulf invited some influential, but
somewhat cynical journalists, to come to the Spa race to watch the
Gulf Mirages in action. En route they stopped off at a shop selling oils
and asked the journalists to pick some Gulf road car oil off the shelves.
They then transported the oil, under the eyes of the journalists, to the
racetrack, where the Gulf Mirage was filled with oil from the cans they
had selected. The car then went on to finish second in the Spa 1000 kms.
The journalists were duly impressed.
Gulf has a fantastic track record of providing the lubrication for
victorious endurance racing cars at the very highest levels, that continues
to this day and we are hoping for more success in the remainder of 2015.
In September, representatives of the businesses that comprise Gulf ’s
global network will gather in Beijing for Gulf ’s 2015 Convention. This
coming together of the Gulf “family” is something I am tremendously
looking forward to, as it will give us the chance to assess the moves
forward we have made, as a brand, since the last convention and will help
us to further shape Gulf ’s future.
Wishing you good health and good business!

c/o Chicane, Unit 1 Abbotts Business Park,
Kings Langley, UK, WD4 8FR
Tel: +44 (0)1923 269490
Fax: +44 (0)1923 265894
e-mail: sm@gulfoilltd.com
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Gulf
Oil International and reproduction in whole or in part of any
text, photograph or illustration without written permission of the
publishers is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure that
the contents of Orange Disc are accurate the publishers cannot
accept liability for omissions or errors.
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BEIJING BECKONS!

he 2015 Gulf Oil International
Global Conference will convene this
September in Beijing. The Chinese capital
will play host to almost 100 delegates
from around the world of Gulf over a fiveday period.
Gulf’s new brand values of Quality
Endurance and Passion form the central
theme of the convention, which is
based within sight of Beijing’s famous
“Forbidden City”.
This year’s gathering will take part in an
ambitious programme that mixes formal
convention topics with team-building,
networking opportunities and cultural
activities. The delegates will visit many of
the key locations in and around Beijing
that made it the venue of choice for
the event.
“The programme for Gulf’s global
convention in Beijing, China in September
has come together well,” enthuses
Gulf Vice President International, Frank
Rutten. “This year’s programme is
meatier than in previous years. We will
be discussing everything from products
through production to packaging and their
translation into profit. In addition, we will
highlight best practice and showcase new
business plans to take us beyond 2015.”
Orange Disc looks forward to reporting
on the 2015 Conference in its next edition.
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NEW PACKAGING ROLLOUT
GATHERS MOMENTUM
Another key part of Gulf’s vision for the
future is coming to fruition, as Gulf’s
new small packs are now in production
and the important task of producing the
thousands of different labels for global
rollout is reaching its conclusion.
The new shape 1, 4 and 5 litre packs
come in three colours: blue, silver and
gold, each signifying increasing levels
of performance.
The attractive new packs have been
created, not only to reflect current
design trends, but also to be easier to
pour and generally more user-friendly.
Each features a symbolic representation
of the road ahead – marking them out
as the way forward for motorists.
China has successfully implemented
the new packs over the course of last
year and the global rollout will continue
throughout the second half of 2015.

XTR ENERGY IS GULF’S
NEW FUEL LICENSEE
IN CANADA

Gulf Oil International is delighted to have signed a long-term brand
use licence agreement with the Canadian XTR Energy
Company Limited.
The partnership means the return of Gulf branded service
stations to Canada, after an absence of 30 years.
XTR is an experienced player in the Canadian retail fuel market,
with a proven track record of being a preferred supplier of gas for
independent gas station owners.
Established in 1999, and based in Burlington, Ontario, XTR
is Canada’s only coast to coast independent retail petroleum
supplier, with over 150 stations in a network stretching from Cape
Breton, Nova Scotia to Abbottsford, British Columbia.
Gulf Oil International Business Development Manager, Paul
Stannard, comments. “XTR, under the guidance of its President,
Ken Wootton, has all the experience required to undertake the
task of rolling out the Gulf network across Canada over the next
few years and once again bring the familiar Orange Disc Gulf logo
back to the highways of Canada.”
“We are extremely excited about representing Gulf for retail
petroleum in the Canadian market,” explains XTR President Ken
Wootton. “We have come out of the gate strong, and have opened
our first Gulf site only days after contract signing, with many more
sites under active solicitation. We still need to build out the full

implementation model and loyalty programmes to attract sites and
customers, but the research is already well underway.”
XTR looks to leverage Gulf’s strong affiliation with the AstonMartin Racing team and the endurance that the Le Mans demands
of its cars and drivers.”
XTR will be working in conjunction with Gulf’s official Canadian
lubricant distributors, Teklub, in order to help further develop retail
lubricant sales in Canada and so the prospects are
bright for the further strengthening of Gulf’s presence in the
Canadian market.
Ken Wootton : KWootton@xtrenergy.ca
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GOI NEWS

GROUP COMPANIES NEWS

ADDITIVE RANGE ADDS VALUE

BELGIUM

Gulf Oil International recently announced the launch of its
new fuel additive range. The new range is aimed at retail
consumers via fuel stations, trade & workshop outlets and
marine applications.
The officially licensed supplier for the fuel additive product
range is specialist producer, Fuel Power Marketing and
it comprises five different additives: Diesel Treatment to
improve Diesel; a Winter Additive for Anti-Gelling & Water
Dispersal; Fuel Biocide to kill bacteria that might affect
performance; Gas Treatment (improves Petrol) and Extreme
Winter Formula (treats Gelled fuel).

Each comes in a variety of package sizes, starting at 6 or
16 fluid ounces – depending on the additive in question –
and ranging up to 55 gallon drums.
There is an extensive selection of marketing support
material accompanying the range: Product sheets,
Posters, a Marketing Folder, Point of Sale items and Range
Brochures, as well as a dedicated website. The products
will also be promoted through Facebook, Twitter and other
social media.
The products are available to all Gulf businesses and all
enquiries should go to Tom Griffin: tjgfpm@cox.net

GOSCO IS GO!

Gulf Oil Marine’s new lubricant, GulfSea Cyclare ECA50, is
specially designed for 2-stroke engines running at slow speeds
using <0.1% sulfur distillate fuels that are critical for customers’
vessel operations in Emissions Controlled Areas (ECAs).
To introduce this innovative solution to ship operators, Gulf Oil
Marine held a “GulfSea Cylcare ECA50 Solution” technical event
in Hong Kong in the Spring.
Senior Technical Manager, Graham Calder, gave a presentation
on the application of GulfSea Cyclare ECA50; details of the
regulatory requirements; the options customers have and what
actions they should take to ensure optimal cylinder lubrication.
He also covered other technical issues that are of interest to ship
operators and owners, such as cold corrosion, blending-onboard, etc.
More than fifty customers attended the seminar, and interest in
the topics was high, with an impressive response to the material
forthcoming during the Q&A session.
Further information on GulfSea Cylcare ECA50 and on other
related technical topics, can be obtained from Gulf Oil Marine:

Nagendra Pai: Senior Vice President - Sales & Marketing
with Gulf Oil Lubricants India, based in Mumbai. He joins
Gulf from Castrol India, where he was VP of Sales
& Marketing.
Email: nagendra.pai@gulfoil.co.in

Asif Iqbal: Vice President – Human Resources with Gulf Oil
International UK, based in London. Previously he advised
the Board of Gulf Oil International Ltd on HR matters and
managing HR for the group of companies.
Email: asif@gulfoilltd.com

K.R. Venkataraman: Senior Vice President - Sales &
Marketing, at Gulf Oil Middle East Limited, based at Dubai.
Venkat has extensive experience in sales/marketing and
senior general management experience predominately
within Lubes industry. Email: venkat@gulfoiluae.com

Tobias Tasche: Vice President for Production and
Operations at Gulf Oil International UK Limited.
Prior to Gulf, he worked in Shell International in a number
of international roles, most recently in lubricants supply as
global product manager for base oils and additives.
Email: tt@gulfoilltd.com

Indu M Gupta: Derupty General Manager, Technical
Services, at Gulf Oil Lubricants India Ltd, based in Mumbai
(CO) joins with many years experience in Research and
Development. Email: indu.gupta@gulfoil.co.in

And finally we wish Dr Richard Pinchin, VP Operations Gulf
Oil International UK Limited all the very best in his retirement
and thank him for more than 10 years of outstanding service.

Keith Mullin, CEO of Gulf
Oil Marine, welcomes
participants.
Left:
Graham Calder
presenting Gulf Cyclare
ECA50

operation.hk@gulf-marine.com

GULF MARINE FORGES AHEAD
WITH ARDMORE ECO-FLEET

July 1 marked a key date for Gulf Oil International in its future
vision for the brand and for Gulf businesses, with the creation
of the Maltese-based Gulf Oil Supply Company Limited.
The new company – GOSCO - has partnered with Q8Oils, to
manufacture Gulf-branded finished products from Q8’s plant
in Antwerp, so as to supply European and neighbouring Gulf
distributors and customers.
A full feature about this important new development appears
on pages 8-11 of this edition of Orange Disc.

KEY PEOPLE MOVEMENTS
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GULFSEA CYLCARE ECA50 TECHNICAL EVENT

Gulf Oil Marine is celebrating another major piece of
business, with the launch of the latest of Ardmore’s fleet
of eco-friendly ships, the Ardmore Seafox. Gulf provides
lubricants to Ardmore’s fleet on a long term basis and the
newly launched 50,000 DWT Ardmore Seafox, is the latest
of ten ships in the Ardmore fleet to be lubricated by Gulf.
The eco-design vessel has a variety of high tech
measures – including Skysails – as part of the fuel saving
methods it employs. Ardmore’s fleet is one of the youngest
in the industry and two more eco-ships are planned for
launch in the fourth quarter of 2015 – both of which Gulf Oil
Marine will supply.
Despite the incredibly tough market it faces, Gulf Oil
Marine continues to make great strides, winning over new
customers with an offer based on quality products and the
highest levels of service.
Keith Mullin: keith.mullin@gulf-marine.com

HOUGHTON CELEBRATES
A CENTURY AND A HALF
OF INNOVATION
2015 is a landmark year for Gulf
Group Company Houghton
International, as the market-leading
metalworking fluids firm celebrates
150 years of bringing innovative and
sustainable solutions to the
metalworking, automotive,
aerospace, steel, aluminium, offshore
and other industries.
Houghton was established in
1865 by Edwin F. Houghton. The
mission he had and the values he
established still drive the company
forward and have enabled it to reach
this milestone, which interestingly
is one achieved by less than 1% of
organisations worldwide.
Customer satisfaction is at the core
of everything Houghton does, helping
drive forward innovation to solve
technical challenges and support
diverse and widespread customer
operations around the world.
A number of events to mark and
celebrate this milestone are planned
in the coming months and Orange
Disc joins everyone in the Gulf family
in congratulating Houghton on this
outstanding achievement.

the Commitment
PioneeringPioneering
The Commitment
to Customer Success
To Customer Success

Era of
rEconstruction

1865-1885

Houghton International is celebrating 150 years of bringing innovative and sustainable solutions to
metalworking, automotive, aerospace, steel, aluminum, offshore and other industries. Since 1865, the
mission and values established by founder Edwin F. Houghton have made it possible to reach this
milestone, one achieved by less than 1% of organizations around the world. By combining environmental
stewardship and social responsibility with the development, production and management of the highestquality specialty chemicals, oils and lubricants, our value proposition remains:

Provide the innovation and sustainable solutions needed to help our customers
improve productivity, reduce costs and minimize risks.

E.F. Houghton & Co. has
its first innovation for
industry, Cosmoline®,
a lubricant and rust
preventive, made from
Pennsylvania crude oil.

Era of industry

1886-1915

Urbanization creates demand for expansion of most
industries, especially transportation. Imagine, in a short
period of time, automobiles, transcontinental railroads,
the birth of flight and transatlantic passenger voyages all
became a reality, with Houghton leading the way in the
laboratory, inventing products to facilitate newly created
assembly lines and steel production.

Era of progrEss

1916-1945

World events may have shaped the direction of industry
during the early 20th century, but post-war demands for
American goods left no doubt that Houghton’s products
would need greater distribution.
Plants were opened in Chicago (1919), Detroit (1923)
and in Toronto (1925). Even Philadelphia’s laboratory was
moved to larger quarters to accommodate expansion.
Houghton was well on its way to becoming a world-class
provider of industrial chemicals and metalworking fluids.

Era of globalization

1946-1965

Era of ModErnization

1966-2007

Houghton set upon fulfilling the world’s needs for growing factory
operations by developing new products and building facilities
across the country – and the globe - for wider distribution. With the
breakthrough of Houghto-Safe® as the 1st water glycol hydraulic fluid,
Industry now had its first fire resistant, mission-critical fluid, which
quickly became the standard for the US Naval Fleet.

Era of Expansion

2008 & Beyond

The Pioneering Spirit from the past continues
as Houghton focuses on partnerships and a
commitment to customer success. We have
increased our capabilities in over 33 countries
through global expansion with emphasis on
emerging markets and industry consolidation,
including acquisition of D.A. Stuart Company,
Shell Metalworking and Metal Rolling Oils,
Envirotek Management Services, Inc. and the
Henkel North American Steel Mill business.
By adding research laboratories, service and
distribution centers, and further leveraging our
distributor networks, Houghton will continue
to solve the toughest technical challenges and
provide support to diverse and widespread
customer operations around the globe.
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GOSCO

GOSCO – GULF’S NEW EUROPEAN
BLENDING COMPANY – GOES LIVE

BACKGROUND
ith the incredible opportunities in
the downstream oil industry that the
market currently offers, coupled with the
aggressive growth targets that Gulf has for
the next five years, Gulf Oil International has
initiated a series of moves, aimed at securing
Gulf ’s European lubricant blending supply
arrangements for the future.
In the first of these moves, Gulf has become
partners with Q8Oils Europe and as of July 1st
a new Malta-based entity – the Gulf Oil Supply
Company Limited (GOSCO) – has taken over
supply of Gulf products for Europe.
Gulf ’s partnership with Q8Oil allows
GOSCO to use the Antwerp Blending Plant as
the facility for blending the majority of Gulfbranded lubricant products in Europe. This
also, of course, will help Gulf to ensure that all
products are made to Gulf ’s formulations and
to the brand’s exacting quality specifications.
Blending commenced on July 1st at the plant
and at the same time the new logistics team
in Antwerp started operations to oversee the
sales, order processing and delivery of the
Gulf product.
Gulf Oil International Vice President of

W
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Production and Operations, Tobias Tasche
explains some of the rationale behind
this important development. “Gulf Oil
International Ltd will now have its own
company to serve our customers in Europe,
thanks in part to its new wider alliance with
strategic partner Q8.
“The new supply company will enable us
to work much more closely with our customer
network. This is a vital step to ensure Gulf Oil
International Ltd meets the global strategic
objectives planned for the company for the next
5 years. Working in collaboration with Q8, in
both Europe and the Middle East, allows us
to supply in bigger volumes, with top quality
products, thanks to newer facilities and a plan
to invest in technology that will ultimately assist
the growth of the Gulf branded business.
“To that end, it gives me great pleasure
that we are working with Q8 to further
strengthen Gulf ’s presence in the downstream
landscape in addition to introducing our own
supply operation in Europe.”
The facility in Antwerp was actually a Gulf
blending plant when Q8 acquired it in the
1980s. Since then it has undergone a series of
improvement programmes and over the last five

years its transformation into one of the largest
and most advanced blending plants in Europe
has been completed.
The container-filling hall has been extended
and further automated with state-of-the-artrobots, automatic conveyor belts and packaging
machines. Q8Oils has also refurbished the
harbour jetty loading facilities and constructed
a new water treatment plant, ensuring the
highest standards of environmental protection.
Sited on the banks of the River Scheldt, the
Antwerp blending plant benefits from excellent
links by river, sea, road and rail.
The scale of this ultra-modern plant, which
has the potential to blend up to 250 million
litres per annum, is very impressive. It has 13
blending vessels, one of which is a mega-blend
vessel, capable of manufacturing batches of
up to 400,000 litres at a time. With 42 additive
tanks, the plant has the flexibility to produce
the widest range of products of any blending
plant in Europe. It is fully automated and its
quality control procedures meet the highest ISO
standards. The Antwerp Blending Plant, were
products are made for Gulf, is therefore widely
viewed as one of the top five production sites in
the European lubricant industry.
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TECH FOCUS

GOSCO

Tobias Tasche:
“This is a vital step
to ensure Gulf Oil
International Ltd meets
the global strategic
objectives planned for
the company”

CUSTOMER LOGISTICS
Heading up Customer Logistics
Operations is Sathya Dith.
With 14 years experience in the
customer service department of
Q8Oils, Sathya is ideally placed
as a point of contact at the plant.
Sathya has worked on various
different aspects of customer
relations. This has seen her
involved with many different
projects for Q8 and she has a
lot of experience as a Customer
Service Team leader with
the company.
“I have worked for Q8 across
Benelux, France and Germany
and am based in Antwerp, so have
much experience with handling
customers from across Europe. I
can see many similarities between
my new role and what I’ve done
before, in terms of the way it will work, but this will be much more allencompassing and I am very excited about the new challenge.”
For Q8Oils, the new company also presents an important new alliance as
David Wright, Q8Oils Supply Chain Director, explains, “I am very pleased
that Gulf Oil International could see potential in the new Q8Oils production
facility and was willing to make the strategic decision to work with Q8Oils.
I am sure this partnership will bring added benefits to both companies.”
Over the coming months further details of Gulf ’s blending development
strategy will come to fruition and Orange Disc looks forward to detailing these
in future editions.
Email: customerservice@gulfoilsupply.com.mt
Tel +356 21 470 093

The blending plant still displays its Gulf origins in places. Left to right; Tobias Tasche,
Blending kettles, David Wright. Above; Sathya Dith.
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FUELLING GULF GROWTH
AT RETAIL
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Orange Disc
examines Gulf ’s
rapidly growing fuel
retail offer and
reports on recent
developments
JORDAN

IRELAND
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uel retailing has been an intrinsic part of the Gulf offer since the very early days
of Gulf being in business. As many Orange Disc readers will be aware, Gulf
pioneered service stations globally, with the opening of the first-ever drive-in fuel
station in 1913 in the USA.
Gulf ’s retail presence remains an integral part of its global business. It greatly
enhances Gulf ’s brand presence with the general public, while at the same time
providing further opportunities for lubricant sales.
Retail is a key aspect of the development of the brand for the future and is
currently enjoying a period of rapid, successful growth both in terms of new
countries being added to the global network and the expansion of existing Gulf
national networks.
Gulf has been looking to take advantage of the many opportunities to sign new
networks, as many of the “majors” in numerous countries around the world are
either withdrawing from retail completely, or restructuring their fuel retail strategies.

Overview

COLOMBIA

SLOVAKIA

CANADA

In the last two years, Gulf ’s fuel retail expansion has continued with the addition of
new licensees for Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, the Moscow region of
Russia, and most recently in Canada.
Existing Gulf service stations network site numbers also increased substantially in
many countries – with Sweden, the UK and Belgium featuring among many
notable successes.
Gulf now has a fuel retail presence in 20 countries around the world – with in
excess of 1500 stations licensed through Gulf Oil International’s appointed national
retail networks.
Gulf ’s newest retail licensee is Canadian fuel company XTR Energy Company
Limited. The agreement was signed by Gulf Oil Vice President International, Frank
Rutten (above, left) and XTR President, Ken Wootton (right) at the Le Mans 24
Hour race, and the partnership means the return of Gulf branded service stations to
Canada, after an absence of 30 years.
The reaction to Gulf ’s return as a retail fuel brand in Canada has been incredibly
positive. Conversations are currently underway with a significant number of potential
customers, and the first Gulf retail site in Canada is already up and running.
“The Gulf brand has a strong reputation and will provide us with a competitive
advantage when talking with potential new sites,” explains XTR President
Ken Wootton.
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CASE STUDY: Albania and the Balkans – rapid establishment and expansion.

NETHERLANDS

The Future – helped by fuel station re-branding made easy.

TURKEY

GEORGIA

LUXEMBOURG

CZECH REPUBLIC
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Heading up the drive for Gulf fuel retail
expansion, is Gulf Oil International New Business
Manager, Paul Stannard. “We commenced an
enhanced marketing programme to develop Gulf ’s
worldwide fuel network in 2014, using Global
fuel media – such as Petrolworld and Petrolplaza
– much more actively to help underline Gulf ’s
credentials as a fuel retail brand.”
One of the areas of added value for existing
and potential Gulf fuel retailers, going forward,
is the signing of an agreement with MEPSAN
OPECO to become Gulf ’s authorised supplier
for service station re-branding and equipment.
The company has been supplying petroleum
equipment for more than twenty years,
manufacturing and designing multi-functional
solutions for service stations. They are able to
effect ultra rapid turnaround of service station
sites – often being able to convert a site to Gulf
within 72 hours. This means that costly closure of
the fuel station is kept to an absolute minimum.
With more than 20 years experience Mepsan
– which is based in Turkey – has, through its
work, become a well respected name in the

Having successfully brought the Gulf brand into
fuel retailing in Georgia some four years ago,
Sun Petroleum (Sun) has now set its sights on the
Balkans and in 2014 reached agreement with
GOI to retail the Gulf brand across four more
countries in the region.
Sun Petroleum Albania LLC, became Gulf
Oil International’s forecourt retail licensee, as
well as its Official Distributor for Lubricants, in
the Balkans and has ambitious expansion plans
that are already coming to fruition.
It was little more than a year ago, that Sun
entered the Albanian fuel market. It came into
a sector that was extremely competitive and
had many well-established local companies.
Despite this, Sun managed to create a very
prominent image for Gulf among customers and
local businesses in a short period of time and
quickly became one of the market leaders. Gulf
held its official inauguration ceremony in June
2014, where the Head of Albania’s Parliament
and its Minister of Economy joined local and
international politicians as well as business
leaders, to welcome the brand into the country.
Albania’s strategic location, with access to the
Adriatic Sea and a quickly developing network
of highways, connecting the West and the East
of the Balkans peninsula, as well as the traffic
travelling from Croatia to Greece along the
Adriatic coast, gave Sun the opportunity to
locate Gulf stations on all these major roads and

highways, and in all main cities located along
this route.
Within its prominent social responsibility
policy, Sun is active in helping and supporting
good causes. The company recently provided
financial support to one of Albania’s state-run
orphanages to help give the children a nurturing
environment under the best possible conditions.
Sun’s aid was used to help provide educational
and entertainment options for the children.
Culturally, Sun is sponsoring the National
Theatre of Albania this year, by financing the
infrastructural expenses of the theatre building
throughout the whole season.
Sun also agreed to support local communities,
after recent floods, with the fuel necessary for the
heavy machinery to clean up key access roads, so
as to help people in need.
This responsible social attitude characterises
the company’s culture and its general business
strategy. It has also been extremely innovative
and successful with its promotions.
On Women’s Day, Gulf Albania organised an
event for all female drivers, where every woman
who drove into a fuel station received 10 litres of
free fuel and a bunch of flowers.
Gulf Albania was also one of the main
sponsors of Miss Shqiperia (Miss Albania). As part
of the promotion the girls competing visited two
of Gulf ’s fuel stations as illustrated by the photo.
Sun Petroleum DOOEL Skopje and Sun

Petroleum Kosovo LLC are two other companies
now following the same route, in Macedonia and
Kosovo respectively.
The most recent and innovative project of
Sun Petroleum is the launch of its unique loyalty
cards system, the Gulf Club, which gives every
retail customer the opportunity to accrue and
redeem their accumulated loyalty scores – called
Gulf Oranges – in all of the Gulf branded petrol
stations throughout the Balkan countries. The
project is quite unique in the region and has
many third party merchants, who have signed up
to participate in the programme.
Using the same management team, the Sun
Petroleum group of companies envisages steady
growth from start-up in 2014 through to 2018.
There are already 60 stations in Albania – all
distinguished with modern equipment and stateof-the-art innovative technology. They believe
that this number will grow to 150 stations within
five years, along with rapid growth in the three
other Balkan countries: Macedonia, Kosovo
and Montenegro.
Macedonia also has a strategic location and,
through its extensive network of newly built
highways, connects Greece with the Eastern
Europe (North-South) and the Adriatic Sea
traffic with Bulgaria and respectively Turkey
(West-East). Sun plans to locate new Gulf
stations along these highways, as well as in all
the major cities in the country.

International Petroleum Equipment market.
The company designs and manufactures multifunctional, eye-catching products and solutions
for service stations. It owns and operates one of
the most modern manufacturing plants in Europe
and boasts 290 employees and a 150-vehicle
service fleet.
With market locations in Europe, Asia, The
Balkans, the Middle East and North Africa, it has
worked on more than 5000 fuel stations and has
already installed more than 200 Gulf stations in
Albania and Georgia.
The service is available to any Gulf fuel
licensee and is proving a valuable weapon in
recruiting new countries to the Gulf flag.
“Discussions are currently also well underway
for several new countries,” adds Paul Stannard.
“Of course, opportunities elsewhere will continue
to be found going forward and enquiries about
the brand from fuel retailers are received on a
regular basis, so I am confident that fuel retailing
will play an even more important role for Gulf ’s
development in the future.”
Paul Stannard: ps@gulfoilltd.com
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CASE STUDY Sweden – Return of a Legend
In Sweden the Gulf brand was reintroduced for fuel stations in 2012
when one of the “major” operators sold its business and withdrew
from Sweden.
Promoted as “The Legend Returns,” the Gulf brand was incredibly
well received and attracted a large media following, even featuring on
Swedish TV national news.
Peter Sjodin, from Hansen Racing, who are in charge of the Gulf
fuel and lubricant businesses in Sweden, believes it is because many
journalists and professionals have fond memories of Gulf from back in
the ‘good old days’. “We have actively chosen to be an option for the
motorist with an offer based around quality of service and treatment.
This has attracted customers and has rapidly built up positive feelings
toward the brand”
The Gulf network in Sweden is mainly comprised of privately
owned stations that have chosen to move to the brand. These are
located primarily in smaller towns, but the strength of the brand has
also attracted entrepreneurs to build brand new stations along Sweden’s
major highways.
The Swedish network has grown even more rapidly than expected
and currently consists of around 65 stations, with the goal being to
reach 100 fuel stations within the next two years.
There is every possibility that this might happen sooner, as Peter
Sjodin continues. “Interest in changing to Gulf remains extremely high,
even among privately-owned stations from rival chains.”

CASE STUDY UK – Scotland at the heart of Gulf growth in the UK

CASE STUDY Belgium – Aiming for a Century
Demarol België N.V, who run Gulf ’s fuel retailing operations in
Belgium, have been expanding Gulf business in the country over
the last decade and, despite tough environmental regulations, have
succeeded both in terms of expanding the network and also notably
increasing fuel sales volumes in the country, year-on-year.
The amount of fuel sold in 2014 increased by more than 20%
over 2013. Gulf still continues to actively and successfully pursue
additions to the network as Demarol’s Sven Van den Branden
explains. “We have been running mail campaigns targeting every
service station in Belgium, looking to recruit them to become part
of our network. Our offer is an attractive one and I hope to break
16

through the one hundred fuel station mark - including our 15 retail
outlets in Luxembourg – for the first time, this year.
This will represent a major landmark for Gulf ’s fuel retailing
in the country, but Demarol is also looking further afield, into
neighbouring France, where fuel stations are often dozens of
kilometres apart, and are seen by Mayors and local councils as an
attractive amenity to have in the community. Demarol have had
several approaches to open new outlets and are hoping to start
opening service stations in France, for the first time, this year.
This would represent a further significant landmark for the Gulf
brand at retail in Europe.

Certas Energy is one of the largest suppliers
to UK independent forecourts and Gulf, as its
flagship brand, currently boasts almost 500 Gulfbranded forecourts in the country. In recent years
it has established an exceptionally strong presence
in Scotland.
“The Gulf brand has for many decades been
a familiar part of the Scottish landscape. We are
now the only major fuel supplier with a base,
management and significant infrastructure in
Scotland and our rapid expansion in the past few
years reflects this,” explains Ramsay MacDonald,
Certas Energy Retail Director, “We are
continuing to invest in our Scottish infrastructure
whilst most other major suppliers have quite
literally headed south.”
Scotland is different to other parts of the UK
with its own challenges and is perhaps one of
Britain’s toughest markets to crack. However
Certas Energy is well established, with terminals
in Aberdeen and Inverness and supply positions
there, as well as Grangemouth and Clydebank.
“We have the capability to supply forecourts
across the whole of Scotland and with our service
values there are no delivery issues. We are a short
drive from almost anywhere,” continues Ramsey.
In addition, Certas Energy has for the past 2
years run a network of 21 owned and operated
Gulf forecourts within Scotland’s central belt.

These enable the company to develop new
initiatives and test promotions & products, before
rolling them out to its national dealer network.
Resultant average volumes are up by over
30% and continue to grow. Gulf has tidied up
the locations and has worked well with national
convenience store network, Londis, to begin
the journey to turn the fuel station shops into
recognised convenience stores. Shop growth
has touched 14% with more expected, but the
experience gained means that the company can
talk with much greater authority on the day-today issues facing the industry.
Certas Energy has found it is now in frequent
conversations with BP, Esso and Shell Dealers
about coming over to the Gulf brand.
Ramsey MacDonald concludes. “Trust –
that’s what marks us out. We make the decisions
locally in Scotland, we are here to listen and
do a genuine bespoke offer. The Retail Dealer
business is our bread and butter and so we have
a special commitment to making sure the sector
does well. That’s the message we try to get across.
You really need to know that your supplier is
fighting your corner.”
Backed by strength of the Gulf brand, more
and more dealers see coming under Certas
Energy’s umbrella as the way forward for a long
and profitable future.

“We are
continuing to
invest in our Scottish
infrastructure whilst most
other major suppliers
have quite literally
headed south.
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PHILIPPINES

CANADA

Quality and Passion deliver success for Gulf businesses around the world

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

PREMIUM PRODUCT PUSH
IN PHILIPPINES

Gulf Oil Philippines recently embarked on a journey of growth
by re-launching the Gulf Synthetic range of oils for passenger
cars and the ever popular Gulf Pride 4 T Plus in the country’s
growing bike market.
Relaunched products are well supported by attractive
promos with competitive prices as well as banners, signboards,
bus ads and brochures. In a market long dominated by the

“Majors,” Gulf is making inroads, with great efforts made by the
sales team to create better awareness of Gulf premium engine
oils, with dealers, distributors supported by various marketing
campaigns. Gulf’s spirit of passion and endeavour is recognised
and appreciated by end customers, although there is still a long
way to go.

Arvind Dargan: ad@gulfoilphilppines.com

TEKLUB STRENGTHENS GULF LINKS
WITH UNIMAX IN CANADA

Gulf Oil Philippines (GOPSA) has appointed a new distributor in
Palawan – an exotic island that boasts one of the seven natural
wonders of the world – the Underground River – and the El Nido nature
reserve. With an aggressive push as well as covering the high street,
Gulf’s new distributor, R & E Trading has already been able to convert
a number of customers to Gulf who have traditionally bought from the
“Majors.” GOPI also appointed a new distributor this year in Cagyan De
Oro, to establish itself in consumer segments.
GOPSA has gained business with many dealers across the various
regions, helping to consolidate the Gulf brand in the country. The
company also conducted product seminars to educate customers
on various applications for Gulf products and, in the process, also
succeeded in winning over new converts to Gulf.
Gulf Oil Philippines has embarked on a very ambitious plan to spread
the message of being the WEC Champions’ lubricants, looking to
engage and excite end-users through a number of different marketing
initiatives, as well involving itself in key local events including
motorsport meetings, exhibitions and consumer & trade promos.
For more information please contact: Arvind Dargan:

sgaudet@teklub.ca

FISHING FOR BUSINESS
In an excellent example of cooperation between two different
parts of the brand’s global family, Gulf Oil Argentina (GOA) and
Gulf Oil Marine (GOM) are working together successfully, to
expand into the lubrication of Argentina’s fishing fleets.
Interviewed in a recent “Redes and seafood” (Nets and
seafood) magazine, GOM’s Fernando Olarieta pointed to Gulf
having developed the right products to meet the needs of
Argentina’s fishermen, while GOA’s Gustavo Silva talked about
Gulf’s technical and commercial support in the ports of Buenos
Aires and Mar del Plata.
GOA and GOM have ambitious plans to develop the business
further and are looking to expand into more ports in Argentina
over the remainder of 2015 and beyond.
The back cover of this edition of Orange Disc is an
advertisement currently being run by GOM and GOA to promote
this area of their business.
Gustavo Silva: gsilva@gulfoil.com.ar

TURKEY

PHILIPPINES’ PROGRESS:
NEW DISTRIBUTORS, NEW
CUSTOMERS

which was aided by a growth in the sales of Gulf
products throughout.
During the congress, Unimax recognised and
commended both the product and levels of service that
Teklub offers the group’s members. It proved an excellent
opportunity for Teklub to strengthen its ties with the Unimax
members & organisation, and further reinforce Gulf’s
presence within the Unimax portfolio of products.

ARGENTINA

PHILIPPINES

With a network of almost 660 stores behind it, Unimax –
Quebec’s largest retail tyre supplier – is one of the
key partnerships for Teklub, Gulf’s official Canadian
lubricant distributor.
Recently, Teklub’s operations and business development
director, Jean-Marc Alcaraz together with regional sales
manager Stephane Dion (pictured), attended the Unimax
Group biennial congress, as a proud platinum partner,
following a strong sales increase within the company,

NEW WEBSİTE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
ACCOUNTS LIVE IN TURKEY
As website and social media are increasingly important tools
for brand development, Delta Akaryakıt, the official licensee
for Gulf fuels and lubricants in Turkey, has recently launched
its new website, facebook page and twitter account. The
company felt that the time was right to modernise and
upgrade its online presence, to make the website a more
useful, attractive and sales support source, to enable quicker
product selection for visiting distributors and customers
The new website technology is designed to be easy to use
across all mobile devices. Delta now plans to give increased
coverage to the distributors in its constantly expanding
Turkish network and is aiming to reach a wide audience
across the country to help increase brand awareness.
For more information, please contact Banu Önür:

bonur@gulf.com.tr

ad@gulfoilphilippines.com
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A WINNING WIND

INDIA

CHINA

Passionate about the brand: Gulf news and events worldwide

Gulf Oil China (GOC) recently received OEM recommendation for Gulf
EP lubricant SY320, from one of China’s major wind turbine gearbox
manufacturers, the Chongqing Gearbox Co Ltd.
Managing director of GOC, Arthur Liu, puts the significance of this
achievement into a global context. “It’s a great breakthrough for us to step
into the wind energy business in the Chinese market and also maybe this can
help to further develop what is a very profitable business in other Gulf units.”
GOC is now actively targeting other wind turbine manufacturers & suppliers
and is happy to share its experience, in gaining this exciting breakthrough,
with other Gulf businesses that are looking to target this sector.
arthurliu@gulfoilchina.com

GULF AVIATION FLYING HIGH

Top - Gulf Aviation Team (left to right) David Dykes (Supply, Logistics & Commercial Aviation
Manager), Alex Murphy (Head of Aviation), Sam Crooks (Operation & Technical Manager)
Bottom - Gulf refueller, HondaJet, Chris Makin & Guest
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Gulf’s specialist aviation division in the
UK has been celebrating a number of
new business wins in recent months.
Gulf partnered up with the Helicopter
& Aviation Services Ltd to offer refuelling
facilities to visitors at the renowned
Cheltenham Horse Racing Festival. The
Festival boasts around 650 helicopter
landings at the race course during the
meeting, making it the busiest temporary
airfield in the country.
Wizz Air recently signed up with
Gulf Aviation to be supplied with fuel
at Aberdeen, Belfast International and
Edinburgh Airports. This is the inaugural
airline Gulf has supplied at Belfast,
bringing the airport into its growing
regional distribution portfolio.
The company has also just landed
a new contract to supply Jet Fuel to
Canada’s leading holiday travel airline, Air
Transat, on flights from Glasgow Airport
to Toronto, Calgary and Vancouver. This
contract shows Gulf’s commitment to
further its presence both at regional
airports and beyond.
Most recently, Gulf Aviation has been
selected to supply fuel to Leeds East
Airport, West Yorkshire, which is the
home of Makin Air, the exclusive private
luxury travel service provider to London
and other southern cities.
With these significant new contracts,
providing fuel to such a prestigious event
as well as extending their client portfolio
on a regional level, Gulf Aviation is able to
showcase the benefits of working with a
supplier with such extensive experience
of the aviation industry.
Sara Richardson:
sara.richardson@certasenergy.co.uk

GULF ‘FOSTER A CHILD’ DRIVE
CELEBRATES ITS 13TH YEAR
March heralded the 13th annual celebration of the
Gulf ‘Foster a Child’ Car Drive, with 42 families –
who between them offer foster homes to 60 kids –
participating. The day included brunch at Dukes Retreat
in Khandala, where the prize winners received their
awards based around this year’s theme, ‘Swachh Bharat’
– ‘Save Water’.
For over a decade this Gulf Oil initiative has brought
smiles to the faces of lesser-privileged children from local
schools. 40 boys, each from Our Lady’s Home, in Parel,
and Don Bosco Shelter home together with 20 girls from
Seva Sadan Gamdevi, took part in the 130km drive.
Award categories this year included the Best All-Ladies
Team, Best Decorated Car and Best Dressed Team.
The Gulf Foster a Child Car Drive is a test of
navigational expertise with the drivers and their crews
of foster families and children, working to a route chart
provided at the start of the drive. The top five crews were
those of Vikas Jogwani, Yuvraj Pandey, Sharaf Pathan,
RohiniGandhi and Madhu Jhadav.
“I’ve been participating for 13 years and it’s a really
great initiative from Gulf Oil. It is a fun and adventurous
outing on a relaxed weekend,” enthused Dr. Boman
Dhabhar, from Jaslok Hospital. “I firmly believe that
children are our future. Therefore it is important to us
that underprivileged children receive the support they
need to improve their lives.”
Chandrabhan: chandrabhan@gulfoil.co.in

GOODWOOD MEMBERS MEETING

MINI FEATURE:

WORLD OF GULF

A UNIQUE
GULF
QUINTET

In March, the famous
Goodwood race circuit,
in Southern England,
hosted its 73rd Members
Meeting – one of three
major international
motorsporting events
held on the estate of
Lord March.
One of the highlights of
the meeting was the 20year anniversary tribute to
the magnificent McLaren
F1 GTR supercars that
dominated Endurance
Racing in the mid 1990s.
Included in this unique
gathering were no less
than five of the Gulf Team
cars from 1995-97 – the
first time they had been
brought together into
one place – two of them
coming from the fabulous
ROFGO Collection. –
www.rofgocollection.com

PROGRESS

With this edition of Orange Disc featuring stories on
Gulf Aviation, Fuel Retailing and the launch of the
Gulf Additive range - one of which is Extreme Winter
Formula – it was interesting to receive this vintage
1934 Gulf pamphlet for Aviation Grade Fuel from
enthusiast and collector Vito Schlabra, which has
echoes of all three topics in it.
A fantastic period piece.
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DEREK BELL

The Mirages were the end product of the Gulf Research race
organisation (hence their GR designation) which Gulf Executive
Vice President Grady Davis set up with John Wyer in the UK and
they developed into successful race cars.
“We won loads of races – I can’t even remember how many – and the year
before the win, in 1974, I drove with dear old Mike Hailwood at Le Mans,
where we finished 4th in the GR7. However, after about three hours the
gearbox was a bit ‘snitchy’ – because you physically had to change gear in
those days – and I came in to hand over to Mike and said to him “watch out
for third gear because it’s really ratchety.” “Great” he replied, “then we’ll be
home for dinner!” But much to our surprise we continued on and
finished fourth.

A HISTORY
OF SUCCESS

DEREK

BELL
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M

any famous names have driven Gulf cars in the almost 50 years since
Gulf entered the endurance racing arena. Few, if any, can match Derek
Bell’s association with the brand in terms of either longevity or success. The
five-time Le Mans winner is celebrating the 40th anniversary of his first 24
Hours win, which, of course, came behind the wheel of the Gulf GR8-Ford,
sharing the car with another sports car legend, Jacky Ickx. Derek offers Orange
Disc readers a fascinating insight to the Gulf team and that 1975 victory.
Talking with Derek, it turns out that he nearly raced for Gulf at Le
Mans several years before his debut in 1971.
“In 1968 I had just signed for Ferrari in Formula One as the up-and-coming kid
and they didn’t at the time really have a Le Mans contender, so I got this call
from David Yorke of JW Automotive, to ask if I would be interested in driving
for them at Le Mans in one of the Gulf GT40s. We went to Thruxton to test
– the car was so new that it didn’t even have side windows! I did some laps and
they said “Great-will you drive for us at Le Mans alongside Pedro Rodriguez?”
– who, of course went on to win Le Mans that year. So I sent a telex to Mr
(Enzo) Ferrari to ask if it was OK to drive at Le Mans and got a rather curt
reply which simply said “Honour your contract. Ferrari.” So that was that!
“So it was to be another three years before I raced for Gulf – 1971, which
was of course the final year of the fabulous Porsche 917 – an amazing car and
an amazing time. But the rules were changing to a three litre engine formula,
so while we were racing the 917 we were also developing the first of the Len
Bailey-designed Gulf-Mirages. I was very lucky, I was, in effect, the lead driver
and I did a lot of work on developing all of the Gulf Mirages over the period. “

And so to 1975, a landmark year for both Derek and Gulf.
“The next year, Mike went off to do Formula One with McLaren, and I was
developing the Mirage for Le Mans. Jacky (Ickx) wrote to Mr Wyer and said
“I’d really like to be part of the team again and, out of choice, I’d like to
be with Derek Bell, if that’s okay” and that’s how it came about. I was very
flattered that he wanted to be my team-mate because I’ve always had the
greatest of respect for him – probably more than anyone else I’ve ever
driven with.
“So we went to Le Mans – and we had to drive the car at a modest pace,
because we couldn’t use too much fuel and the (Cosworth) engine was only
really built to do a Grand Prix distance not to do 24 hours. And it was a bit of
a bloody nightmare really doing this ‘economy run.’ We were so fast, but had
to be so controlled and that’s what made Jacky and I good sportscar drivers,
I guess. We could drive exceptionally fast with less horsepower. And that was
how we went about the business of Le Mans that year – so, of course we won
the race and that was with a broken chassis and a cracked exhaust and Lord
knows what else… but of course the car, bless its heart, wasn’t originally meant
to do more than two hours!
“Sadly we only actually had the chance to drive the GR8 fast in qualifying.
In those days, we didn’t have the kind of access to wind tunnels that is standard
practice nowadays, so it was developed at the track to a very large extent. Len
Bailey (the designer) and John Horsman (the team manager) were brilliant at
that. But of course, the more the chassis was improved the more they slowed
us down, because of the need for fuel economy. Honestly, I have to say, it was
never the best car I drove, but the shape and the aerodynamics were as good
as you could have got at the time. Budget was always an issue but John Wyer
did things so efficiently, he wouldn’t cut corners on anything that was going to
have his name on it. He had a high standard that he had to keep things at, and
as long as he did – and there were plenty of Martinis for him and Grady Davis
(Gulf ’s executive vice president and the man responsible for the Gulf racing
programme) – everyone was happy really!”
Derek has an amazing Le Mans record – five 24 Hours wins. How
does the 1975 victory rank among them?
“Some people might not be happy to hear me say this, but my first Le Mans
win in the GR8, to me, was the most wonderful one – for many reasons. We
knew we had a good chance, but we never knew we would actually make it
through 24 hours, despite all of the development we had done. So that made
it special, and of course, I had “broken my duck” and actually won for the first
time. The first victory is your greatest victory – it’s like your first girlfriend, you
always remember her, don’t you – the ones that come in between first and last,
you often don’t!”
When you look back at your time with Gulf Research, what are
your over-riding memories?
“I had such a wonderful time with the Gulf Mirage racing programme. I had
so many victories and some fantastic team mates like Vern Schuppan – and
I had James Hunt for one race - and obviously Jacky as well as Jean Pierre-

Jaussaud and Howden Ganley – such a great group of drivers. Between us
we really did improve the car. It became bloody great to drive, and we had
some brilliant races. It was really responsible for me getting my reputation
in sportscars. The team was so enthusiastic and was a really talented group:
drivers, mechanics and team management - it really stayed together. And of
course, atop it all was John Wyer – the ‘Old Headmaster’ – and at times it was
like being back at school! But the car just got better and better and, of course,
with the Le Mans programme it became the ultimate car – hampered only by
the need for fuel economy.
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GULF HISTORY

40

TH

ANNIVERSARY
OF LE MANS VICTORY

A UNIQUE PIECE OF LE MANS HISTORY

T

he sun is shining brightly as the garage doors, on an old farm, about
40 miles South of London, are pulled open. A bright orange nose
comes into view with an expanse of light blue bodywork extending back
into the dark recesses of the garage. For there she sits – 40 years old and
still looking extremely purposeful. And, yes, this is the actual car that
created a unique achievement for Gulf.
This is GR8 – chassis number GR 801 – the car that won the Le Mans
24 Hours in 1975 and in the process became the only car ever to win
Le Mans with a sponsor brand officially being recognized as part of its
designated name. Le Mans refers to it simply as the Gulf GR8-Ford –
something that marks Gulf out as unique in Le Mans history and forever
cements the brand’s association with the world’s greatest endurance race.
BACKGROUND
In 1966, Gulf Oil Executive Vice President, Grady Davis linked up with
the Ford factory race team headed by legendary team boss, John Wyer
for the start of a ten year partnership that was to write Gulf ’s name
large onto the roll of honour in endurance racing. During that time,
the cars’ racing livery changed from dark blue to the famous light blue
and orange racing colours that have become synonymous with Gulf; the
team – JW Automotive - was to taste success in the legendary 24 Hour
race, secure World Championships, star – with Steve McQueen – in a
legendary motorsport movie, Le Mans and write its name into a unique
achievement in the history of the world’s greatest sportscar race.
From 1967-1969, the team ran Ford sports cars, before moving on to
become one of Porsche’s factory squads, with the fabulous 917s for two
years. But in 1971 it was announced that large capacity 5-litre 12 cylinder
cars would be outlawed for 1972, being replaced by 3-litre engine cars, so
the Porsches rumbled into retirement.
John Wyer accepted an offer from Grady Davis to become
Competitions Director of the Gulf Oil Corporation and they established
the Gulf Research Racing Company in Slough, UK. From 1972 onwards
they raced cars designated “GR” – standing for Gulf Research – which
were known to most as Gulf-Mirages.
The cars ran with a great deal of success in the 3-litre Formula, using
Ford Cosworth engines, regularly winning or finishing on the podium of
the world’s top endurance races – but the dream was to win at Le Mans.
The Oil Crisis in 1974 led to Gulf having to cut its racing budget
– so often only one car was entered for races. In 1975, with no end to
the Oil Crisis in sight, Gulf only contested two races Le Mans and,
as preparation, the Nürburgring 1000kms, where Tim Schenken and
Howden Ganley finished 2nd in one of the previous year’s GR7s.
The ACO – the Le Mans organisers – bowing to public pressure,
decided that cars that year would have to cover 20 laps of Le Mans before
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being allowed to refuel their (100 litre) tanks. In the previous year many
teams had completed as few as 14 laps in a stint – so most teams were
being asked to increase fuel economy by almost 50%. – a steep, steep
demand. Also by doing this, Le Mans forfeited its World Championship
status and as a result Matra and Alfa Romeo withdrew.
The Gulf GR8 was designed with Le Mans specifically in mind in all
aspects. Its wheelbase was 6 inches longer than the GR7 and it featured
a more aerodynamic body than its predecessor. It was developed in the
MIRA research wind tunnel and its coefficient of drag was reduced
by a third over the previous year’s car. The Gulf team detuned its Ford
Cosworth engines to 370bhp and though the engine was capable of
revving to 9500rpm under usual race conditions, it was limited to 7500 in
order to make the fuel mileage.
Derek Bell and Jacky Ickx were paired together (with no Alfa –
for whom Bell had signed a World Championship season contract –
at Le Mans he was free to race for Gulf again at the 24 Hours), the
other pairing being Vern Schuppan and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud, who led
Le Mans early on in the race.
When their number 10 GR8 encountered an electrical fault, the lead
was handed to Ickx and Bell.
But, on the Sunday morning the number 11 car started to make
horrible grinding noises in right hand corners. Mechanics could find
nothing and the car went out again, but the vibrations and noise got
worse until in right hand corners – which being a clockwise circuit most
of Le Mans’ corners are – the car started making a thumping sound.
In addition, at 2.30pm they had to pit to repair a broken exhaust
and were being caught by the Ligier of Lafosse and Guy Chasseuil, but
managed to hold on, winning by just over a lap.
When the car returned to the works in Slough it was found that the
rear suspension mounting points had sheared off from the gearbox casing
and was giving the car a degree of rear wheel steering – but such was the
neatness of the fitting that when the car was stationary, nobody could
even detect the problem during the race…
Following its Le Mans success GR8/801 and its sister 802 car were sold
to Harley Cluxton in Phoenix Arizona and both cars returned to Le Mans
the following year, finishing fifth and third respectively.
801 returned to Le Mans three times more, in various guises –
including, with a Renault Turbo engine – before being returned to its
original Gulf spec and being put on display at the Blackhawk Museum
in California.
The car is now a prized part of the fabulous ROFGO collection
of race cars and it made a return to Le Mans this year as part of the
celebrations of Gulf ’s 1975 victory. Gulf Le Mans guests were privileged
to witness this unique car return to its spiritual home.
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PHILIPPINES

Gulf Oil Lubricants India Limited (GOLIL)
recently launched one of their most
innovative campaigns yet – to promote Gulf
Pride 4T Plus, motorcycle oil.
A new TV commercial, featuring Gulf
brand ambassador, MS Dhoni, aired in the
spring, around the Indian Premier league
tournament. The “Pick Up Your Ride”
commercial featured MSD – a renowned
motorbike fan – and a gang of extremely
well-known Indian stars as bikers out on a
ride, using Gulf Pride 4T Plus.
To promote both the oil and the TV
commercial, GOLIL arranged to have a
Delhi metro train completely branded with
images from the TV Ad campaign and of
Pride 4T+ Motorcycle Oils.
Videos of the commercial and the metro
train can both be found on YouTube and
they are both highly recommended viewing!
Chandrabhan: chandrabhan@gulfoil.co.in
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To promote high performance Gulf lube oils though the
Philippines’ passion for basketball, Gulf Oil Philippines
(GOPI) launched its first live action campaign with
the Governor’s Cup – the most followed professional
basketball – league with - court-side advertisements for
Gulf Pride 4 T Plus. The league, which is aired live on
Prime-time TV throughout the country, attracted very high
viewing ratings, sometimes running to more than 3 million
for the Quarter Finals, Semi Finals and Finals. It resulted in
very positive feedback from various regions in the country.
GOPI plans to extend its sponsorship through future
championships to help popularise the Gulf Brand among
the target audiences for lube oils and also to bring more
customers and channel partners to Gulf.
Arvind Dargan: ad@gulfoilphilippines.com

MARKETING ROUND-UP

EXPERIENCING QUALITY, ENDURANCE
AND PASSION IN CHINA

One of Gulf Oil China’s recently appointed
distributors – Mr Ma, of Liaoning was so
impressed by the brand passion, product
quality and partner growth philosophy of
the Gulf offer that he set up a new company
specifically to distribute Gulf products. He
has also invested heavily in building a top
quality office organised as an experiential
centre, to convert new clients to Gulf.
The building offers a journey through
different rooms, which reveal different
aspects of the Gulf identity and Mr Ma’s
sales force brings prospects to the office for
a half-day session.
Reception is a circular room with “Quality
Endurance and Passion” on one side and a wall
covered by the Gulf world map on the other.
Off this is a second circular room with lab
equipment in the centre flanked by shelves
of Gulf branded small packs, and Gulf OEM

approvals on the wall.
Then a large, circular room with about
twenty seats and a full Gulf history timeline
around the wall, emphasises passion,
illustrated by framed pictures including Gulf
race cars, Steve McQueen and the drag
bike. There’s a display of Gulf branded
merchandising, and a large screen playing
around 40 hours worth of Gulf-related videos
– some in English, some in Chinese.
More than 500 booklets illustrate Gulf
products, Gulf history and a Gulf map shows
each retail point in the province converted
to Gulf. Emphasising this is an ideogram on
the wall: “We are changing for success” in
Chinese characters made up of pictures of
the retail sites converted to Gulf.
Upstairs is a fourth conference-type room
with a large window to view the current
conference room below – with posters and

INDIA HONOURS
GULF STARS

Zeegnition is one of India’s leading motoring
media, with a huge print and online presence,
including TV content. Gulf Oil India Limited (GOLIL)
sponsored the recent Zeegnition awards and two
of Gulf’s champions, Aston Martin Racing star,
Darren Turner and eight time Top Fuel Drag Bike
Champion, Ian King both flew in to Mumbai to
represent Gulf and present awards.
GOLIL, also used the opportunity of having the
racing stars on hand to host its own media event
the day before, which was superbly attended
and gave Gulf the opportunity to reaffirm its
commitment to help develop motorsport in India.
Chandrabhan: chandrabhan@gulfoil.co.in

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

PICK UP YOUR
RIDE – BIKE OR
TRAIN?

CHINA

Pictured is the design for Teklub’s new
semi truck trailer. The 36ft trailer offers 12
lines for bulk product transport, as well
as 10 permanently installed metallic totes
and 2 lines for additional products. It has a
20 000 litre capacity with a 150 ft hose reel
on each side with electronic metering.
It can deliver both bulk and packed
products on the same delivery and has a
tailgate that can handle up to 5000 lbs so
that it can deliver (IBC) bulk containers.
Alain Faleix: afaleix@teklub.ca

INDIA

INDIA

CANADA
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Gulf branded goodies, this is where the
contracts are discussed, and the offer and
necessary commitment clarified.
In a final room, set up for a tea ceremony,
contracts are officially signed with Mr Ma.
On the way out, the newly-signed outlet
walks down a 12m corridor illuminated by a
visual of an AMR race car, the Gulf drag bike
and images from the corporate brochure.
The concept is brilliant and in 60 days
Mr Ma and his team converted 100 retail
sites to Gulf.
The concept is brilliant. The three pillars
of Gulf’s corporate DNA: Global Brand,
Technology and Marketing are all translated
into a unique piece of architecture. In 60
days Mr Ma and his team converted 100
retail sites to Gulf.
More info from GOI’s Francois Celton:

fc@gulfoilltd.com

TRAIN TO GAIN

Lange Trinidad Ltd is embarking on a new marketing strategy to
increase brand recognition with the intention of growing
market share.
This will be achieved by creating a range of Lubrication training
programmes, which will be offered to garage owners and parts
retailers, within specified areas.
The strategy behind the scheme is to educate them about Gulf
products and about general lubrication fundamentals, in order to
create an awareness of, and a bond with, the Gulf brand. As part of
the package, Garages will receive overalls, stickers and signage to
further help Gulf brand awareness and loyalty.
The Garages will be directed to specific auto parts retailers
who either currently stock Gulf Lubricants or are interested
in purchasing a “startup package” of fast selling products at
attractive pricing. Sales will be monitored so that the overall
effectiveness of the campaign can be measured.
Marcus Skinner: mskinner@langetrinidad.com
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PEOPLE AND PLACES

WORLD OF GULF

Passionate about the brand: Gulf news and events worldwide

GULF PEOPLE

GULF GOODIES AT GOODWOOD
The Goodwood Festival of Speed has now become the UK’s largest single venue event of any kind,
with more than 200,000 people attending. However, it is much more than that: it is part Motor Expo, part
Automotive Festival, part Garden Party, part Air Show, part Competitive Motorsport event, and part Gala Ball.
Two things remain constant – it is an increasingly “must-attend” event in the English Summer Season and
Gulf’s presence among the vehicles in action was as strong as ever.
Pictured here are the Gulf-branded McLaren M8 as it speeds past Goodwood House (main image);
clockwise from below left: a duo of Gulf Porsches – the 908/3 and 917; the Gulf Mirage M2 BRM from
the ROFGO collection; the 2015 Aston Martin Vantage GTE Le Mans “Art Car” and Williams F1 star,
Felipe Massa trying Ian King’s Gulf drag bike for size.

“I wanted
to be the first
person from one of the
oil companies currently
present in Argentina
to conquer the
Perito Moreno
glacier”

QUALITY ENDURANCE PASSION:

THREE WORDS THAT SUMMARISE A PROJECT
Like many people who are part of the Gulf family, Pablo Arnaude, Chief Financial Officer of Gulf Oil
Argentina, has developed a passion for Gulf that goes above and beyond the call of duty…..

P

ablo joined Gulf Oil Argentina in 2003. Since early days
has looked to strengthen the company’s foundations in the
country and has sought out innovative ground-breaking ways
of making a mark for Gulf. Here he details how his holiday in
the mountains gave him the opportunity to realise a long held
ambition for Gulf…
“This January, I decided to travel with my family for our holidays, to the
extreme south of our country, 3000kms from our home in Buenos Aires to
Ushuaia and El Calafate, where the famous Glaciers National Park is located.
I stashed away a Gulf flag in my suitcase, as I had come on the trip with a
goal to achieve. I wanted to be the first person from one of the oil companies
currently present in Argentina to conquer the Perito Moreno glacier. I also
wanted to capture the moment with pictures to prove that Gulf had actually
achieved this before Total, Shell or any of our other competitors.
Climbing to the top of a glacier takes real effort but can be achieved with
team-work, determination and by demonstrating a number of other skills and
qualities. My thinking was that, to be the first to do something in somewhere
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as unusual as this, one needs to be optimistic, work hard and be just that
little bit different. That is something our Gulf Oil Argentina team tries to
do every day.
When I think about it overall, it is similar to saying that your goal can
be achieved with: Quality Endurance and Passion. It is as if these three
words summarise both this project of mine and also how we work at Gulf
Oil Argentina.
In this respect, I really have to highlight the arrival of our Lubricants
Commercial Director, Gustavo Silva at Gulf Oil Argentina. He has refreshed
the way people look at the brand in Argentina in so many ways, thanks to
marketing and advertising ideas he has brought into the company, which
have been allowed to flourish though the support of our shareholders –
who increased the advertising budget significantly.
We have many things to be grateful for at the moment in Gulf Oil
Argentina and I would like to thank everyone for their efforts, as I would like
to thank my family for helping me to achieve my personal goal of flying the
flag for Gulf in such an amazing place.
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HUNGARY

GULF TO THE MAX IN
THE NETHERLANDS

FINLAND

NETHERLANDS

MOTORSPORT ROUNDUP

GULF CENTRE STAGE IN HUNGARY

GULF DRAGGED INTO
THE RECORD BOOKS!

JUHA HEADS
FINNISH CHARGE

ARGENTINA
30

MEGA MONDEO HITS THE TRACK

Gulf Oil Argentina is one of the driving forces behind this superb new
Argentinian touring car racer.
The beautiful Ford Mondeo, is competing in Argentina’s TRV6 Championship
and is being driven by Martin Coulleri. The car is prepared by the Midas Racing
Team and runs under the banner of “Brenson Ford Motorsport” – Brenson being
Ford’s official distributor.
The TRV6 field boasts almost two dozen entries for 2015 and rising star,
Coulleri has already established himself firmly in the top half of the field. With
10th , 6th and 5th places already under his belt, the Gulf-supported Ford driver
is looking for his first podium of the season.
Gustavo Silva: gsilva@gulfoil.com.ar

Ian King made a good start in his quest for a ninth European
Top Fuel Drag Bike title when the series started at Santa Pod
in the UK at the end of May. He reached the semi finals of the
event, but en route posted a new European Record time of
5.83 seconds – the third fastest run in history.
The amazing 1500bhp motorcycle – which runs on off-theshelf road Gulf engine and transmission oil – was the class of
the European field in 2014 and Ian King joined the prestigious
Five Second club while racing in the USA. He is now within a
few hundredths of a second of becoming the fastest drag race
bike of all time and Ian feels there is still more to come out of
the bike.
Orange Disc looks forward to reporting on the remainder of
the season.
www.kingracing.com

RACING TO MARKET IN
THE PHLIPPINES

The Motorcycle market is critically important to Gulf in the Philippines and
racing is an increasingly popular sport there. Looking to seize the opportunities
this offers, Gulf Oil Philippines (GOPI) recently staged the Gulf Pride 4 T Plus
Masters Trophy, which was part of the Inside Racing event at the Carmona
circuit near Manila. A crowd of almost 10,000 motorbike enthusiasts flocked
to the event and GOPI is capitalising on its sponsorship to help create a much
better awareness of Gulf’s brand and its products, among racing enthusiasts.
The complete range of Gulf Pride 4 T Plus was available for the fans and the
products sold out in no time. The event also made local motorsport history,
as an Indonesian rider became the first foreign winner of Gulf Pride 4 T Plus
Masters trophy.
To further strengthen its brand footprint, Gulf Oil Philippines has also tied
up a sponsorship deal with a multi-event Drag Racing series, staged across
northern Luzon. This will bring Gulf to a wider audience and will help to spread
awareness of the Gulf Brand and its products in the smaller towns in the region.
Arvind Dargan: ad@gulfoilphilippines.com

CANADA

In the Spring Unifilter Szűréstechnika Ltd, Gulf’s official distributor
in Hungary and its motorsport partner, the MAXX Race Team held
a joint press conference, where the team’s drivers – Zoltán Strider,
Ádám Velenczei and Péter Koch – talked about their 2014 success
and their plans for 2015.
The other major topic of the conference was the announcement
of the winners of the 2014 Gulf Competition Sponsorship
Programme. Viktor Góth, Gergő Szauer and Balázs Horváth all
achieved significant results in their respective categories during
last year and their efforts helped to enhance the awareness and
popularity of Gulf lubricants in Hungary. The racers talked about
the success they achieved on Gulf lubricants as well as their future
goals. As well as the prizes they were awarded, Gulf is also giving
the three winners complete lubricant packages for the season.
Oliver Czank: CzankO@unifilter.hu

PHILIPPINES

Gulf in the Netherlands has moved into the prestigious Blancpain
Endurance Series, supporting rising Dutch sportscar star, Max
Koebolt. Last year, as a 16 year old, Max won the Dutch Supercar
Challenge in the GTB championship in his Gulf liveried
Chevrolet Corvette.
Now 17, Max has joined the WRT team in an Audi R8 and has
already posted some very creditable results in the Pro-Am category,
in what is very much a learning season in this ultra competitive series.
Naturally the deal includes a strong visible presence for Gulf on the
Audi, which is instantly recognisable as a Gulf lubricated race car.
RTL GP are the official media partners for Max’s campaign and
there is a strong Gulf presence on their www.rtlgpmagazine.nl website
with Gulf banners, promotions, footage and images. This year’s RTL
GP Magazine will also be powered by Gulf. The magazine is carrying
race reports, Gulf historical features and advertorials about Gulf.
In addition, Dutch television channel RTL 7 is broadcasting reports
of all the races (powered by Gulf) as well as a special feature on Gulf’s
History and Max recently was given a full page feature in one of NL’s
leading newspapers.
Frank Bosmans: f.bosmans@enviem.nl

People in Finland are very motorsport-oriented and for Finnish Gulf
distributor, US Parts it is important to have both the Gulf brand –
and its partnership with a successful top flight local motorsport
outfit – strongly visible, in a sport that runs year-round. It is therefore
continuing its long running partnership with eight-time Finnish Rally
Champion Juha Salo. The Finnish star acquired a new state-of-the-art
Peugeot 208T16 R5 rally car for the 2015 rally season in his fight for a
ninth title of this renowned national championship.
“The car could have been bought race-ready from Peugeot-Sport
but we decided to do the assembly ourselves. This way the team and
its mechanics got to know the car and its components, and gathered
valuable experience on how the car is built,” Juha Salo says.
A key element in this year’s programme, is maximising all of the
opportunities that the Gulf partnership with Juha Salo offers. The car
has already been shown off at a Spring Show at Seinäjoki’s Gulf dealer,
and is due at the Helsinki Tuning Car Show and the Historic Grand Prix
in August – with several more events planned to fit in with the car’s
tight competition schedule. Juha and the car will also be on tour at
more than 10 Peugeot dealership shows across the country.
Juha Salo leads the championship with two rounds remaining and,
unsurprisingly, the car is attracting a lot of exposure for Gulf in all types
of media in Finland. The Gulf livery and the fact that it is a new car this
year, together with Juha’s superb record in the sport has generated
extensive coverage in print and digital media as well as on TV.
US Parts intend to further leverage the car and its success through
Gulf-focused events for customers and dealers in conjunction with
Juha and his team.
Juha Salo’s Gulf Peugeot can be followed on: www.saloracing.com
Kim Blomberg: kim.blomberg@gulfoil.fi

GULF AND MANTELLA
TOGETHER AGAIN IN 2015
Teklub Canada Ltd, Gulf Oil International’s Official
Canadian lubricant distributor, is proud to sponsor
one of North America’s most talented racing teams,
Mantella Autosport.
Now in its second season in the Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge, Mantella Autosport is fielding a pair
of ground-pounding Chevrolet Camaro Z28Rs driven by a
quartet of Canadian drivers this season.
Team owner Anthony Mantella and Mark Wilkins drive
the #8 Mantella Gulf Camaro, with Martin Barkey and Kyle
Marcelli in the sister #80 Mantella MBRP car.
The Mantella cars have posted some promising
performances during the season so far. At Daytona both
cars finished in the top twelve, while at Sebring the team
had both cars come home in the top 10, with the 80 car
achieving a fine fourth.
sgaudet@teklub.ca
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FACE OF GULF

WEC CEO, GERARD NEVEU
– IT’S ALL ABOUT QUALITY,
ENDURANCE AND PASSION….
I

n what is already potentially another landmark year for Gulf, with
victories in the World Endurance Championship (WEC) and a
possible third consecutive world title, Orange Disc went behind the
scenes with the man in charge of the series, WEC CEO Gerard Neveu.
OD -What are the various aspects of heading up the WEC?
GN - The first is to manage and lead the team that organises the
championship. This team covers all the different functions: the sporting side,
general organisation, operations, marketing and media. At the same time,
I have to be in charge of everything relating to the championship – working
of course very closely with Pierre Fillon, President of (Le Mans Organisers)
the ACO, which is the “mother company” of the championship. I also have
to make sure that everything is running well with motorsport’s governing body,
the FIA who are the main partners with the ACO in the WEC.
On top of that, I have to do all the jobs of a promoter. It means that you
lead the team but you also have to devise the calendar, negotiate the different
races and have to imagine how you can increase and develop the series. It’s a
mix of politics and diplomacy and I‘m often interviewed to explain and justify
the WEC’s position on anything championship-related.
Furthermore, we have to manage another championship, as we also run the
European Le Mans Series. It requires a different approach but that makes
it interesting.
I have to travel a lot – spending more than 250 days a year out of the
country. But this is part of the fascination of the job.
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OD - Is there a typical day?
GN - Every day is different - that is one of the interesting things. Each race
weekend has a similar schedule but every race weekend is unique and has its
own routine. There are many different situations that need managing at each
race. But it’s very important to recognise that mine is not a single function.
When they say that you have to lead, it means that you have to lead a team.
The single thing that adds the most value, from my perspective, is that we
actually started this program. We created the team, person by person - and we
have ended up with a fantastic team. So the most impressive experience we
have in this championship is a human experience.
OD - What is your vision for the future?
GN - Motorsport is all about timing. I really believe that there is a cycle for
everything - but this is the same for all businesses. Endurance sports car racing,
was probably at its purest during the ‘70s but it is now back and entering what I
believe, for many different reasons, is a really good period.
Probably the first is a very good set of technical regulations. Endurance
offers a lot of value and this is centre stage for us. Perhaps we have less stars,
but we have more human values and respect for performance. There’s a
certain ambiance in the paddock and it attracts more and more fans and more
and more interest from the manufacturers. Nowadays, when people spend their
money they have to be happy with why they’re spending that money.
So the technical regulations are helping manufacturers to invest in this

programme, and, at the same time we still cover the position of the private
team and the gentlemen driver, who are the “DNA” of Endurance Racing.
At the end it’s probably a good balance.
Spirit is also very important also. When I was young, I was a passionate
about Formula 1 and loved Jacky Ickx, Ayrton Senna, Nelson Piquet, Nigel
Mansell, Niki Lauda and many of these guys were heroes for me. Today, I
sincerely think that, okay maybe with exception of Alonso and two or three
other exceptional F1 drivers, the people who are the stuff of dreams for me
are the Endurance guys like Kristensen, Webber, like Lotterer – And all these
guys… Duval, Davidson, Buemi, they are so fast, look at what they do with the
traffic. Overtaking during the race and leading the race with the strategy, team
spirit. And to be a winner here, you have to share the car with another driver.
It’s incredible. So, these guys are my heroes now. When you see what they’re
like at the end of a 6 hour race, you know they’ve been on the limit, and I’m
not even starting to think about Le Mans and what that takes.
So the drivers are the crowd’s heroes, but if you stay for a while in the garage
during an endurance race and you watch what the mechanics are doing,
they’re exactly the same – they’re such a vital part of the job in motorsport and
they do their job really well.
Part of the WEC appeal is that the racing is very good, that’s one of the
things that is fantastic about this series. People who come to the races really
enjoy the day because there is entertainment.
Look at what happens on the grid – it’s not only a show it’s really a
celebration. We have the pit walk, with its autograph session. Thousands and
thousands of people have an opportunity to meet the drivers and I think that
the drivers also like it because they understand they are not only racing for
themselves – it’s a unique chance to have the opportunity to share your passion
and your life.

impressive. Nevertheless, if we consider the combination of all the different
factors, I sincerely believe that Endurance - with Le Mans and the World
Championship - is more attractive and is more linked with real life and the
times we live in. So we can be optimistic and enthusiastic about the next
few years.
OD - Do you have any specific Gulf memory you think about?
GN - For sure. Porsche was THE Gulf car, and Jacky Ickx was THE driver and
Gulf was THE brand – everybody will agree. It’s really a permanent image for
me that you can never separate from Endurance Racing. And, if we look at the
marketing side, wow, Gulf is something incredible. It’s like people say “Ferrari
IS Formula 1.” It’s exactly the same; Gulf is so closely tied in with Endurance
racing and with Le Mans probably also as much.
OD - And if you had to pick a Gulf car, would it be the GT40, the 917 or
something else?
GN - Ford GT 40 - no discussion!
OD - And away from the WEC? What are your interests?
GN - My family first and foremost, because when I come home, they remind
me that there is a real life and this is really important for me. So when I stay at
home, I like to spend all the time with my family, with some friends – nothing
to do with motorsports. Just to share some different passion. I play golf also. I
like that sport because it keeps all my energy inside, so I stay concentrated on
the ball and nothing more. And I love the sunshine and the sun – because I am
a guy from the South.

OD - How do you see the WEC in global motorsport terms?
GN - F1 is the pinnacle – I don’t think you could argue otherwise – but
they have trouble connecting with the fans, and often trouble with parts of
the technical regulations. The technical level of most of the teams is very

OD - Gerard, thank you very much.
www.fiawec.com
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GOI MOTORSPORT

THE CHASE
FOR 2015
HONOURS
BEGINS…
2

014 was an extremely successful year for Gulf
and its motorsport partners Aston Martin Racing
(AMR), with a double World Title in the World Endurance
Championship (WEC). 2015 therefore has much to
live up to.
This year there are five Gulf-lubricated Aston Martin V8
Vantage GTEs competing for WEC honours – three in the
LM GTE Pro category and two in LM GTE Am. Joining the
ranks of Pro entries is the #95 Danish-crewed, “Young
Driver” AMR car, which took the GTE Am Drivers and
Teams World titles last year. The driver ranking system
means that its crew, having won the title, is no longer
eligible to compete in the GTE AM category.
The WEC campaign got off to a real flying start at
Silverstone’s season opener in April. The #95 car, clearly
marked its intentions in the Pro category, taking Pole
Position and running for some while at the front of the
GTE Pro field. An unlucky call on pitstops during a safety
car period put the AMR Pro cars out of contention for
a class win, but in GTE Am, the #98 Car of Paul Dalla
Lana, ex F1 star, Pedro Lamy and Mathias Lauda – son
of legendary F1 World Champ, Niki Lauda – started off
where it had finished 2014, with a category win.
At Round 2 in Spa, Belgium, the #98 car made it a
hat-trick of GTE Am wins. AMR made it a double victory,
with the #99 car of Fernando Rees, Alex MacDowall and
Richie Stanaway taking their maiden WEC class victory.
The Le Mans 24 Hours counts for double WEC points
and it wasn’t the easiest of races for the AMR cars, with
the #98 crashing out of a certain GTE Am victory with
only 50 minutes of the race remaining. In addition, a
frightening accident at around the halfway mark caused
the retirement of Roald Goethe in the #96 car. In GTE
Pro the results were better, with the #95 car coming
home fourth.
The team has re-grouped in the aftermath of Le Mans
and with five races still to come, is still very much in the
hunt for Championship honours, as the WEC heads to the
6 hours of the Nürburgring at the end of August.
Follow Gulf Oil International’s 2015 motorsport
campaign on the Gulf facebook page :
www.facebook.com/gulfoilinternational
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POSTCARD FROM LE MANS

POSTCARD
FROM LE MANS
T

his year’s Le Mans 24 Hours was an
exceptionally busy one for Gulf.
Forty guests from around Gulf’s global
operations assembled for the 83rd running
of the world’s greatest endurance race.
Le Mans always sees a flurry of activity
around the brand and its motorsport
programme. This year was even busier
than usual.
Gulf’s motorsport partners, Aston Martin
Racing entered five cars, including the
#97 Vantage GTE Pro car, which sported a
special Art Car livery, designed by renowned
German artist, Tobias Rehberger.
Even before the race started, however,
Gulf had cause for celebration – in this case
the 40th anniversary of the Gulf GR8’s win at
Le Mans (see the feature on page 24 of the
magazine). Derek Bell was reunited with the
car in which he had won his first Le Mans, at
the famous Hotel de France in La Chartresur-le-Loir, which had housed the Gulf team
from the 1960s through to 1975 during
Le Mans time.
Derek signed autographs for fans before
talking to media from around the world, and
entertaining them with stories about his
racing past.

Over the weekend, Gulf’s guests, who
were housed in various Chateaux around
Le Mans, were entertained by Aston Martin
Racing at their trackside and pit hospitality,
with a programme that included garage tours
and a guided visit to the Le Mans 24 Hours
Museum, where the Le Mans-winning GR8
was on display all weekend.
Although the Gulf-lubricated Astons
showed well in qualifying and throughout
most of the race, ultimately results did not
go Gulf’s way at the end of the chequered
flag. However, the weekend overall
was undoubtedly a success for those
participating in Gulf’s
motorsport programme.

LEFT COLUMN:
• Start of the 83rd Le Mans 24 Hours
• Aston Martin Art Car
• Gulf Oil China guests meet AMR’s David Richards
MIDDLE COLUMN:
• 24 Hours to complete a painting….
• Gulf’s Arthur Liu (left) meets Darren Turner
• Canadian guests meet fellow countryman, driver
Paul Dalla Lana (centre)
• Gulf guests with Ford GT40 at Le Mans 24
Hours Museum
RIGHT COLUMN:
• Part of the Gulf ground transport team
• 99 drivers enjoying Drivers’ Parade
• Table football proved popular….. and
fierecly competitive!
• Derek Bell with Gulf GR8 at the Hotel de France
• Gulf car at speed on the famous Mulsanne
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